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I had this idea in my mind for a while. I don't know why none proposed such a ritual. This is a sign that we are not going after what we deserve. The jews deserve not a sprinkle of any wealth of the earth as they don't belong to Satan's Planet anyways. You like seeing jews having more money than you? Do you like not having the car and the home you want? Why don't you go after money? They don't deserve money. Satan provides us with what we need and I am certain that Satan wants us to have whatever physical we need. These times are bad for the worldwide economy, and sorry but we won't sit down with hands crossed and see the kikes rejoice in our hunger and pain. We will fight like the Beasts we are and claim back what rightfully belongs to US.

Any Satanists that is in the Holy Spiritual road, any one of you deserves more. In Ancient India, people who meditated consistently were getting fed and taken care by others in some cases. Because this is the Holiest path and our physical needs must and will be taken care of. Money fixation over the back of others is a kike trait, but that doesn't make desiring money bad IN ANY WAY. We desire money for our well-being, not to torture and destroy other beings and the Earth. Get past any hang-ups you have about money. In these times hang-ups are the worst curse in regards to this. You deserve money and physical things, don't deny it and deny none of your needs. Having a mentality like "I can be happy with meditation only [so I neglect physical goods]" Is totally stupid.

As about people thinking that the enemy makes them poor or anything. In a sense yes, they do because they have programmed us to be like this. This is not direct, this is programmed. In another sense no they don't have any connection neither they can ruin your workings or wealth because you're protected by Satan. But the programming still remains. If reading that message you had any thoughts against wealth this is an indicator that there is a problem with this.

I will post some sort of 'advice' first, which if someone wants can apply to get these walls down. This is the Step 1 of the Ritual. The Step 2 of the ritual is the Actual Ritual, while Step 3 will be a 40-day working to further amplify what you started. This will be pretty simple, but will add up in 40 days and the results will be very good. The Step 4 will be a ritual when the Working is completed, which will further add Power to your respective work and 'seal' everything.

HAIL SATAN!!!!

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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